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In the Name of Allah the Beneficent the Merciful
Happiness is a common goal that everyone
strives to attain. Philosophers, intellectuals,
doctors and artists alike have all strived in
search of the causes of happiness and ways to
escape anxiety.
The reality is, however, that the proposed
solutions achieve only partial or superficial
happiness. They are more or less like drugs
which only provide temporary relief; when
their effect wares off, anxieties return two
fold.
The following words invite you to ultimate
happiness and will lead you to true success.
But before you begin reading, I hope that you
to take a moment to try to open your heart
and mind ‐ as the intelligent one is he who
searches for the truth no matter where it lies.
An undeniable reality is that permanent
happiness cannot be achieved except by
believing in God ‐ The Creator ‐ and following
His guidance. Since it is He who created
mankind, He is the one who knows what
pleases and benefits them, just as he knows
what saddens and harms them. A number of
psychologists have affirmed that only a
religious person lives with true content and
serenity. So if believing in God leads to
ultimate happiness, then how can this be
achieved?
There are numerous religions and a variety of
creeds. However, their critical differences in
core issues make it impossible for all of them
to be correct. So which is the correct religion?
What is the correct creed that God requires
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us to believe in and in the end pleases Him?
And which one of these creeds guarantees us
happiness in this life and in the hereafter?
Before answering these questions, a criterion
must first be established to be used as a basis
for correctly determining the true religion. I
firmly believe that all sensible people will
agree that a religion is not deemed correct
simply due to the fact that one was raised in
that religion, had parents that adhered to it,
or lived in a society that practiced it. Rather a
religion's accuracy and authenticity are based
upon substantial evidence and firm
intellectual
proofs.
Intellect,
the
distinguishing factor between mankind and
animals, must be applied when studying the
issue of religion, which is undeniably the
most important and gravest of all matters.
A short journey into the world of religions
and sifting through various creeds could
prove to be a good method in arriving at the
desired conclusion. In order to save you the
time and effort, I say with full conviction and
confidence that no matter how much you
investigate this issue, you will only arrive at
one reality: that the true and correct religion
is Islam and that true happiness and content
lies within it.
Before you hastily rebut this statement and
stop reading, please realize that completing
the rest would not harm you at all, and it may
in fact benefit you. Also, remember that you
have an intellect by which you can distinguish
things and determine truth from falsehood.
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Why Islam?
This is an important question, indicating that
the questioner is mature and enlightened. In
response I say:
Islam is a religion that includes a number of
merits and characteristics that are absent
from other religions. These characteristics,
alone, serve as convincing evidence that Islam
is the true religion of God. You can determine
the authenticity of this statement by
contemplating them.
Islam's many merits and characteristics make
it impossible to elaborate on all of them.
However, some of the most important can be
summarized as follows:
1) Amongst the greatest merits of Islam is that
it fulfills the spiritual aspects of the human
being and enables those who embrace it to
have an ongoing connection with God. This
makes it possible for them to be at ease
spiritually. It shields them from chaos, being
lost or feeling (spiritually) empty, and
protects from mental instability.
2) Another of Islam’s merits is that it
coincides totally with common sense. All of
the Islamic legislation and its rulings are
acceptable intellectually and are never
contradictory. One man who embraced Islam
was asked why he did so and replied, "Islam
never ordered me to do anything that I later
wished wasn't obligated, and it never forbade
me from anything that I later wished wasn’t
forbidden."
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Much of
o what is read
dily accepted in
n other
religionss causes greeat confusion. This
confusio
on makes it difficult to believe many
m
of
the fund
damental tenets/doctrines that these
religionss are based upo
on. On the otherr hand,
we find
d that Islam respects
r
the in
ntellect,
prohibitts ignorance, and
a
condemnss blind
followin
ng.
3) Islam
m is an all‐in
nclusive way of life
attendin
ng to both sp
piritual and physical
p
needs. Practicing
P
Islam
m does not meaan that
one haas to be seclu
uded or that he is
prohibitted from the finer things in
i life.
Rather, according to Isslam, a person can be
religiouss and still en
njoy a normal life ‐
attaining
g prestigious ranks/position
ns and
achievin
ng the highest accademic degreess.
4) Amon
ng the merits of
o Islam is thatt it is a
compreh
hensive religion
n. Every aspecct of a
person’ss life is managed
d by Islam. There is not
a probleem except that a solution for itt lies in
Islam, which
w
makes itt possible to em
mbrace
and pracctice in every tim
me and place. How
H
can
this not be the case in such a well org
ganized
religion that has guiidelines and positive
p
instructiion for every asspect of life inccluding:
conflict resolution, buyying and selling
g, social
and marital
m
relation
ns, greetings, public
etiquettes, and even how
w a person eats, sleeps
and dreesses. These praactices have no
ot been
addresseed generally, but
b
rather in precise
detail, causing the mind
m
to wond
der in
amazem
ment. Know thaat Islam even provides
direction
n on how to
o wear and remove
r
footwear. It encouragees people to usse their
right haand when eatin
ng, drinking, shaking
s
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haands, and when giving and receiving items.
Ass for disliked affairs such as
a using the
baathroom, the leftt hand is to be used.
u
Isllam also hass wonderful instructions
reg
garding going to sleep and waking up.
W
When
two Muslim
ms meet, Islam directs them
on
n how they shou
uld greet each other;
o
a rider
sh
hould initiate greeting
g
the ped
destrian, the
yo
outh should initiiate greeting thee elderly, and
a small
s
group sho
ould initiate greeeting a larger
group. These are but a few of Islam’s
I
many
omprehensive guidelines for all aspects of
co
life
fe.
5) Another of Islam’s meritss is that it
esttablishes good
d for mankind
d in all its
reg
gulations and saafeguards them
m from evil. It
is man himself who benefits from these
reg
gulations. Islam
m's prohibition of alcohol and
drrugs for examplee is only becausee of the great
haarm they cause to a person's physical and
meental health. Yo
ou can witness the
t state of a
drrunken man, no longer humaan except in
ap
ppearance. A lot of murders, dissputes, traffic
accidents and raapes would no
ot have takn
plaace were it not for consuming these mind‐
alttering products.
We invite you to learn
W
l
more abou
ut Islam.
Viisit us at: Masjiidul Ghurabaa
a
82220 Washington Street, S.
Laaurel, Maryland 20724
(30
01) 534‐5750 – Phone
inffo@mgmd.org – Email
ww
ww.mgmd.org – Website
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A Knowing Isllam Series

Searching for
Happiness?
A Call to Nonms
Musliim
“
“As to those who
o believe and
woork righteous deeeds, they have,
ffor their enterta
ainment, the
Gardens of Paradise.”
P
Q
Qur’an
(18,107)
“T
Then those who have believed
aand worked righ
hteous deeds,
shhall be made hap
ppy in a Mead
of Delig
ght. “
Q
Qur’an
(30, 15)
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